Lighting
Solutions

Lighting is an important piece of your life and part
of what makes your house your home. Lighting
accounts for over one quarter of a typical California
home’s energy use. As a result, efficient lighting can
have a big impact on your monthly electric bill.

Significant Changes
The family has installed
efficient LED lights
in many locations in
their house. Remaining
lights are fluorescent or
compact fluorescent. All the lighting can be
remotely controlled and outside lights are
on motion sensors. Attractive LED lights are
used to highlight artwork or for task lighting.

Occupancy sensors in many areas of the house ensure
that lights turn off when not needed. They made sure
that all lighting was Energy Star® certified to ensure
they purchased quality lighting.
Lighting Savings
Family

efficiency measure

Full Retrofit

LED lighting

measure cost

Occupancy Sensors

annual savings

$$$$

$300

$$

$50
total

$350

$: 1−25; $$: 26−100; $$$: 101−500; $$$$: Over $500

Moderate Steps
This family adopted the
use of compact fluorescent
lamps (CFLs) when they
were still new. They
replaced all incandescent
bulbs in their home, including those on dimmer
switches. They found that the newer generation
of CFLs get bright instantly and have a more
pleasant light color than earlier versions. They

have invested in additional task lights so that only
the lights that are necessary are turned on. Exterior
lighting is controlled by motion sensors.
Lighting Savings
Family

efficiency measure

measure cost

Modest Upgrade

Replacing all
incandescents with CFLs

$$

$250

Exterior Motion Detectors

$$

$200
total

annual savings

$450

$: 1−25; $$: 26−100; $$$: 101−500; $$$$: Over $500

Simple Steps
This family found that
they can get significant
savings on lighting at
minimal expense. They
turn off lights whenever
a room is not in use. External lights are used
only during the evening or when natural
light is not sufficient. They are replacing the
incandescent bulbs in their house with CFLs,

one or two at a time. The most used rooms in the home
were the first to get the new bulbs.
Lighting Savings
Family

efficiency measure

measure cost

Least Cost

Turn off lights

FREE

$40

Exterior lights only when
needed

FREE

$120

Replace bulbs with CFLs

$

$60
total

annual savings

$220

$: 1−25; $$: 26−100; $$$: 101−500; $$$$: Over $500

Contact us for more information at (650) 329-2241 or www.cityofpaloalto.org/SustainableHome

